This chapter shows how to use geometry to enhance your life.
contemplating on these forms
give the effect bound to it.
Put an image on a visible location
to attain its promised merits.

Medical support from the universe

In a society in which feelings of compassion and
sympathy have a place in the science of
repair and healing there is mostly a way to cure
at reasonable costs.
In science the level of difficulty and complexity
is the limit to how good an individual can be
healed.
This symbol, when used to be visible in your
place, restores the personal energy field.
The field when healed gives positive radiance to
enhance life with health and emotional balance. It creates a field by which negative impulses
are blocked, thus influencing the situation.

Focus point awareness

Living beings, have a source of consciousness.
A source of observating the reality and
connecting to it by being able to act, react and
show feelings.
The focus point of awareness is the source of the
impulse to perceive in a distinct way.
To enhance that point of focussing, the intuition
grows with abstract knowledge.
Knowledge not in words, symbols, art, or painting,
but by the feeling in your belly that gives a
glance on how to interprete a situation.

Changing perspective for the mind

The mind function of a human person tells him or
her mostly to do certain things, how to understand
reality. How to imagine new creations.
The mind does do a lot of extra things which are a
burden to the thinker.
The suffering is to think of unreal things not existing,
and not being conceivable.
This symbol changes he mind to represent the connection with the reality. Thus creating more
contentment in your thoughts.

Feels the invisible force of the reality rotating

Reality is a concept that is known only in life forms
that can communicate in symbols not being a
direct respresenation in how its formed or how its
visible.
To change the reality is to change it from giving
hardship, problems and traits of evil.
Reality is like the mirror of how you yourself act and
react. When the mirror gets another color, everything changes to a better view.

Planetical communication

In a the past history, several cults has existed that
where exemplary in their times.
We know the wonders of the world.
We know the ruins of temples and religious sites.
We know the places of the indians with
illogical places.
To communicate, is to have a conversation about
important matters.
To communicate with planet earth; called gaia
is giving knowledge about life itself.

The way of connecting to the star-alliance

As the kingdoms on earth.
Being ruled by one or more persons.
There is in the galaxy a gathering of kingdoms.
As a brotherhood of all forms.
This brotherhood has a different way of acting.
No war, no conflict but a silent force.
To have this symbol is to create the prosperity
in your life. Materials of source, Energy to complete
your goals.
May life itself endow you with abundance.
A symbol that creates the fruits in your life.

The guide to representing the symbols used in fact sheets.
Symbols are like words with a connecten meaning.
Use these symbols to decypher the
fact sheets.

sub race 1

We as humans draw ourselves as a body with
arms, legs and a head.
As children use simplified methods to draw parts of
reality. Like houses, dogs, the sun etc.
A simplified symbol can be used to address a certain abstract object.
This object is used as a representation of
what is called by isaac asimov a sub race.
A sub race is a human race being differently evolved. Thus not anymore visible as human.
Its like the human descending from a mammal

sub race 2

We as humans are on the edge of a new time.
A time we can change parts of ourselves by changing the building blocks.
Dna-matter is an energy form that is the source of
all living and moving entities.
If we would remove all our diseases, weakness,
character abominations. We would be a
peacefull humanity.
This sub-race is decended from our race a couple
of millions years ago.
Not anymore our visible twins, but evolved different.

Double energy field

A double energy field.
In life we have good and evil energy.
We have masculine and feminine.
We have light and darkness.
A double energy field is the field of science and
nescience.
Both are the sides of a medal when shown a different side it is as giving light of sun or moon radiance.
In the day your need the sun,
In the night you need the moon.
Use the double energy to point to the duality.

Human form in symbol

Sometimes a symbol is not a drawing of a certain
visible form,
Sometimes you have to translate it to geometric
symbols.
A symbol is then a description of geometrical formula’s
A descrption that bases its symbolic form not on
what is seen, but how it is intepreted in other independent symbol formula’s
when translated in geometry, it is communicatable
in many ways. Because geomatry, mathematics is
a different part of language, being more broad in
its meaning.

symbol of outlined human form

The outline form of a human can distinct between
different kinds of humans by using color,
by using linecolor.
We know that people who are more soft use lighter
color.
We know that children are combined with light blue
or light pink.
By using color a certain characteristic is being
pointed out.
The outline stays the same, the color changes.
colors have certain symbolic meaning.

Radiological communication

A couple of decades ago there was the source of
radiological communication.
By using waves of energy, like sound waves of high
frequency it was being invented
The radio-communication is a sphere of great activity. A sphere of changes in energy and magnetic
fluctuation.
But it is used to communicate to space as well.
The vessels to the moon or mars are guided by their
antenna’s and their connection to computers on
earth.

Sattelite energy convergant

If you are in a country stil barren, you can watch
television by sattelite.
If you are a vessel on the oceam, you communicate by sattelite.
A sattelite dish is a method to be a sender or transceiver.
Sattelites are used for communication, or information receivement.
Sattelites. a scientific element being able to communicate information.

The description of lifematerials,
life energies and reality traits.
It is used to give a symbol to
things not described by logical science.

three-fold energy

In hinduism there was a philosophical theory
that there were three waves of energy called the
guna’s. A bad, a neutral and a good force.
The bad one: Tamas was darkness or sleep,
The second one was rajas being activity and conflict.
The third one was satvica, which represents wisdom, knowledge, peace and purity.
This threefold energy lies at the core of every
living being. Being the human form as the neutral
second one.
Angels being satvika, and tamas are the creatures
not having intellectuality.

symbol of ankh life

The symbol of ankh. The mantra of the egyptian
gods.
This word and sign, symbol and meaning are from
the egypt past civilisations.
The pharao’s ruled by the use of this mantra.
By contemplating it you can feel the influence of
these mighty gods.

Anti gravity

Gravity is what pulls us back to earth.
Like a life-line we live by its force.
Able to walk, move, eat, sleep.Without that force
we would be flying and not able to do
intelligenct.
This gravity symbol is used to describe the scientific
element behind it.
By geometry and formula’s
When anti gravity is invented, the inventors
can comply in this representing description.

Brain function

As humans we have brains.
The brains are source of our behaviour.
Behaviour of all needed elements in life.
Eating, Sleeping, fighting, feeling.
The brains are filled with the meaning of this symbol.Three parts of two elements.
When the brains are being interpreted with a light
beam, they will approve of this symbol.

color frequencies

Color is defined by the frequency of the waves.
It is based on how much waves per second occur.
But color is created by two materials, both the objects and the ether which contains it.
Invisible color can be used for communication,
soft colors can be used for healing ailments.
Color is used by the artisan in his job.
Color and form is used by the artist to
invoke a feeling in the observer.
If you use color wisely, you can attain the highest
goals.

fourfold wind

The fourfold wind, is the symbol of all the weather
that flies around our earth.
We say rain is unpleasant,
We like to see the sun,
Some like warm weather, others like to have cold
weather.
The four fold wind is like the essence of life.
All being nurtured by rain and sun,
And being demised by cold and ice.
The weather is like an intelligent source giving
the source of water, fire, earth and air.

habitable planets

Habitable planets are based on a sphere of different energy forms.
Humans need energy: Oxygen, Water, Earth.
Other life-forms have their own sources or needed
substances.
Every star, like our sun have a reigning race that
inhabits the livible planets around it.
The orange circles are the stars.
The blue pentagram the civilisation of the intelligent species.

Magnetic fields

Magnetism is the step of intelligent races towards a
society of usable machines.
Magnetism is a force that attracts and repels.
The attractig force is a halve circle in form.
The repelling one is a point of a needle.
When used in machines it can be source of movement, of energy converion.
It can be used to store information.
It can be used in many ways.

Planet alliance

Every country has a flag depicting the nationality of
it.
Imagine that the united states create a colony on
mars and saturn. They would use a flag to
say that those places are porpert of them.
The symbol is an example of a flag.
A flag of colonies and planets being inhabited
by them.

Star Alliance

A star Alliance is like a planet alliance,
Only the stars are giving the energy like our sun.
And with certain stars, it always has a certain
source of energy . Thus the life forms are equally
dependent on that energy force.
so one star van be source of more civilisations.
The human form in the middle is
the essence or blue print of the races scatered
around the stars.

